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Abstract: High resolution non-contact atomic force
microscopy measurements characterize assemblies of
trimesic acid molecules on Cu(111) and the link group
interactions, providing the first fingerprints utilizing CO-
based probes for this widely studied paradigm for hy-
drogen bond driven molecular self assembly. The en-
hanced submolecular resolution offered by this technique
uniquely reveals key aspects of the competing interactions.
Accurate comparison between full-density-based mod-
eled images and experiment allows to identify key struc-
tural elements in the assembly in terms of the electron-
withdrawing character of the carboxylic groups, interac-
tions of those groups with Cu atoms in the surface, and
the valence electron density in the intermolecular region
of the hydrogen bonds. This study of trimesic acid assem-
blies on Cu(111) combining high resolution atomic force
microscopy measurements with theory and simulation
forges clear connections between fundamental chemical
properties of molecules and key features imprinted in
force images with submolecular resolution.

Introduction

High resolution non-contact atomic force microscopy
(HR-AFM) with functionalized metal tips terminated
with closed-shell molecules like CO, or simply an oxy-

gen atom, has revolutionized the field of molecular
imaging. A CO attached to the apex of a metal tip pro-
vided a well-defined and inert tip termination that is
able to reveal the internal structure of adsorbed organic
molecules with unprecedented resolution [1, 2, 3, 4],
identifying submolecular features either on metallic or
insulating surfaces. [1, 3, 5] The imaging capabilities
of HR-AFM with CO-metal tips were further extended
to the determination of bond orders in aromatic com-
pounds [6], the visualization of frontier orbitals [7]
and the detailed study of features arising from the
intermolecular interactions. [8, 9, 10] Moreover, this
technique opened the door to track and control on-
surface chemical reactions [11, 5, 12, 13, 14].

Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of organic
molecules are ordered assemblies spontaneously
formed on surfaces upon adsorption. The self-
organized state is achieved via weak intermolecular
interactions between strong polar chemical groups,
such as –OH, –NH2, –COOH, –SH, etc [15]. The ar-
rangement of the individual molecules and the stabil-
ity of the remarkably large domains are controlled by
the intermolecular forces and the molecule-substrate
interactions. The structures formed by benzene-
1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (trimesic acid, TMA) present
archetypical examples of SAM formation (see Fig. 1).
The carboxylic acid groups lead to strong pairs of hy-
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drogen bonds that are responsible for the self assembly.
The resultant assemblies exhibit H-bonded networks
that are characterized by a well-defined porous struc-
ture that can be obtained on a number of different sub-
strates like graphite, [16, 17] Au(111), [18, 19, 20]
Ag(111) [21] or Cu(111). [22] In the latter case, the
TMA molecules are stabilized at 70 K into a hydrogen-
bonded open cell network with a well defined set of
possible orientations for the chemical structure of the
basic SAM building block. A planar hexagonal arrange-
ment is the most common TMA self-assembled struc-
ture with a pore size of ∼ 10 Å. This porous structure
has the ability of hosting an extra TMA molecule if the
coverage increases [21, 23] and it can be used also for
selective gas adsorption. [22]

Figure 1: 1,3,5-Benzenetricarboxylic (Trimesic) Acid (TMA)
and basic network junction building block of the H
bonded (blue) SAM linked via the carboxylic groups.

The application of HR-AFMwith CO-decoratedmetal
tips to the study of TMA SAMs on Cu(111) offers the
possibility to gain new insight into the subtle changes
induced in the bonding configurations and the elec-
tronic properties of the atoms involved in the hydrogen
bonds. The small ordered domains formed at interme-
diate coverages allow us to compare the characteristics
of carboxylic groups participating in hydrogen bonds
with those that are not bonded by selecting molecules
at the domain edge for imaging. Our methodology is
based on a combination of high resolution HR-AFM in
constant height mode for force imaging [1, 4] with first-
principles calculations for both the atomic-scale char-
acterization of the TMA adsorption and the formation
of the SAM structure, and the theoretical simulation of
the HR-AFM images.
The use of theoretical models has become essential

to achieve a complete understanding of the HR-AFM
experimental results, often difficult to rationalize other-
wise. [24, 25, 26, 27] This point becomes particularly
relevant when, due to a non-planar adsorption configu-
ration, the variations in the charge density distribution

and the electrostatic potential are significant along
the tip-sample direction [27, 28, 24, 29]. In particu-
lar, the presence of carboxylic acids leads to specific
features in the AFM images due to their charge distri-
bution. [28, 30] To this end, we use our recently devel-
oped full-density-based method (FDBM) for the simu-
lation of HR-AFM images [27]. This approach merges
ideas presented in previous works [31, 32, 33, 26, 34]
to describe the different force contributions to the HR-
AFM images. It uses the tip and sample charge densities
and the sample electrostatic potential obtained from
density functional theory (DFT) calculations as input.
Then just two fitting parameters are used to reproduce
tip-sample forces retaining DFT accuracy, similarly to
other purely first-principles methods [34, 35]. The
resulting model is able to efficiently compute HR-AFM
images, enabling extensive exploration of atomic scale
structure and interpretation of the measured images.

Our study shows a rich and complex HR-AFM ex-
perimental contrast that is accurately reproduced by
the theoretical simulations. This remarkable agree-
ment makes a comprehensive characterization of the
SAM structure at the atomic scale possible. More im-
portantly, our results demonstrate how key features
in the HR-AFM image directly arise from the chemi-
cal properties and environment (large model) of the
molecule, providing thus a qualitative access to those
features via the HR-AFM images. Our new results are
complementary to recent studies demonstrating the
impact of the wider environment of the molecule on
the image [36, 37, 38]. In particular, we show how
the electron withdrawing character of the carboxylic
groups plays a crucial role in the HR-AFM contrast.
The insight that basic chemical properties are strongly
imprinted in the HR-AFM images may significantly
contribute to the on-going efforts to achieve molecular
identification based on HR-AFM images. [39]

Our results also contribute to the already long debate
regarding the ability of HR-AFM to disclose H-bonds
and other intermolecular interactions, as discussed in
recent publications. [40, 8, 41, 42, 9, 43, 44, 10, 45,
46, 27]. Initially, it was pointed out that hydrogen
bonds displayed subtle fingerprints in the HR-AFM im-
ages like thin lines or sharp boundary lines between
areas of different brightness, [8, 40] and their physical
origin was attributed to the charge redistribution re-
sulting from the H-bond formation. [8, 10] Later, they
were explained as an artifact due to the CO bending
[43, 44]. Nowadays, there is an emerging consensus to
attribute the intermolecular features to the spilling of
the charge density of the molecules into the intermolec-
ular region, [27, 42] an effect that is enhanced by the
CO bending [32]. Our results on TMA support this
point of view, ruling out that those features represent
a true fingerprint of the H-bonds.
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Results and Discussion

In this section we, first address the experimental
growth of the TMA SAMs on Cu(111) and their char-
acterization based on several techniques. We specifi-
cally use scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) and, especially, HR-
AFM. Subsequently, we discuss the structure of the
TMA SAMs at the atomic scale based on density func-
tional (DFT) calculations and compare the theoretical
HR-AFM images with the experimental results disclos-
ing the main submolecular features. Lastly, we pay
some attention to discuss the nature of the H-bonds in
the TMA SAMs as well as their possible impact in HR-
AFM imaging. Experimental and theoretical methods
are described in the Supplemental Information.

Figure 2: (a) STM image of a medium TMA coverage with
early double hydrogen bonded TMA network forma-
tion after annealing at 77 K with a small dose of
CO added after cooling to 5K. The tiny bright spots
with dark halo are CO molecules indicating a CO
functionalized tip with a fairly symmetric coordi-
nated CO molecule on the tip. (b) STM image of a
higher coverage of a larger areas of double hydrogen
bonded TMA networks after annealing for 15 min
at 70 K. All STM images were acquired between
80− 100 mV and 5− 10 pA. (c) HR-AFM constant
height image of the TMA network. Highlighted TMA
dimer at the edge of the assembly. Structure Inset:
Atomic dimer model with one possible hydrogen con-
figuration. Imaging conditions were 100 mV bias
for simultaneous current imaging at a height equiv-
alent to a tunnel setpoint on Cu of 100 mV at 30 pA.
(d) Top: Fourier transformed STM image of TMA
network domains, Bottom: Comparison to LEED
pattern. Scaled to match k-space dimensions.

SAM Formation, Imaging and Large Scale
Registry
We investigated the SAM formation by gradually in-
creasing the TMA coverage from a very few individ-
ual molecules to a fully covered disordered scenario.
The evolution of the coverage is shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. S1 of Supporting Information. To study the hydro-
gen bond formation, we focused on an intermediate
coverage for which small TMA clusters formed on the
surface as shown in Fig. 2a. Post deposition anneal-
ing of this surface at 70 K leads to the formation of a
well-ordered, highly stabilized hydrogen-bonded, and
mainly open-cell network as shown in the STM im-
age in Fig. 2b. Figure 2c shows the power of HR-AFM
imaging, exhibiting a detailed view of the TMA features
when embedded in the SAM network. In particular, the
submolecular structure of the TMA building blocks is
resolved. Further HR-AFM images are shown in Sec. S1
of the Supporting Information. Now it is possible to
assign the location of the individual TMA molecules.
The STM image in Fig. 2b, containing a large TMA

network area, has been Fourier transformed as shown
in Fig. 2d. For comparison, LEED experiments verify
the formation of the TMA SAMs on Cu(111) and pro-
vide large area statistics on network registry. The com-
parison in Fig. 2d indicates that both measurements
reveal the same basic features, in particular the six
fold array of doubled spots in reciprocal space. Taken
together, this data indicate that the film consists of 6
equivalent domains, rotated 30◦ ± 6.2(0.5)◦ relative
to the Cu[-110] direction and its equivalents, as illus-
trated for the LEED pattern shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: TMA network registry identification via LEEM using
LEED mode. (a,b) LEED at same scale and with low
energy (8 eV) overlaid in the center. The TMA net-
work cells (yellow/purple arrows, see corresponding
arrows in STM Fig. 2b) are orientated relative to
the Cu[-110] at 30◦ ± 6.2(0.5)◦ as indicated. See
also Fig. S8 for details.

Multi-scale Model of the SAM on Cu (111)
The periodic structure, revealed by the LEED experi-
ments, forms the basis for our multi-scale structural
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study utilizing DFT calculations.
Our initial DFT calculations for individual TMA

molecules on Cu(111) revealed that the adsorption
of the monomer on the “hollow” site was ≈ 80 meV en-
ergetically more favorable compared to the “top” one.
Here we refer to the position of the center of the ben-
zene ring. Curiously, the situation changed for the TMA
dimer. Two interacting molecules initially placed on
“hollow” positions would cooperatively relax to adopt a
“bridge” position instead (Fig. 4a.b). This happened be-
cause of the strong hydrogen bonds between two neigh-
boring TMAmolecules and the geometric misalignment
of the TMA dimer with the underlying Cu(111) sur-
face. At the same time the dimer placed initially on the
“top”–“hollow” position would shift to a “top”–“bridge”
position. However, the computed energy showed that
the latter configuration was ≈ 100.0 meV less stable
compared to the “bridge”-“bridge” one. These results
are the key to understand the arrangement of TMA
SAMs on Cu(111).
A six member ring can be formed with all of the TMA

molecules placed on “bridge” sites. We refer to such a
hexamer as “p”. Indeed, our DFT simulations exploring
ring assembly motifs showed that the “p” is the most
stable hexamer configuration. However, due to the geo-
metrical constraints in a periodic assembly, such a unit
can only be surrounded by six neighboring hexamers
that have four TMAs on top and two on bridge site.
We refer to such hexamers as “q”. According to our
calculations the latter is higher in energy by ≈ 200
meV, as detailed in Sec. S2 of the Supporting Informa-
tion. Combining “p” and “q” units one can reproduce
the experimentally observed network, as shown in the
Fig. 4d.
The atomic-scale details determined in our analysis

of the TMA dimer, the basic structural motif of the SAM
network, play a key role in the analysis of the HR-AFM
images. The structure possesses two short hydrogen
bonds of 1.54 Å (and 178◦ of OH· · ·O angle), consis-
tent with typical bond lengths of strong H-bonds. [47]
The averaged adsorption height is ∼ 3.1 Å, typical of
physisorbed molecules. However, there is a remarkable
bending (0.71 Å) and tilting of the molecule due to the
interaction with the substrate, as shown in Fig. 4b,c. In
particular, the O atoms without H are pointing down-
wards to the substrate with an angle of up to 12◦. while
OH· · ·O atoms have a weaker interaction with the sub-
strate. The carboxylic groups participating in the hy-
drogen bonding remain planar. All tip–sample heights
are referred to the average molecular plane (3.08 Å
above the plane going through the center of the atoms
in the top layer of the Cu substrate).
The strong interaction with the substrate competes

with the hydrogen bonding. We calculated the strength
of the H-bonds between two TMA molecules in gas
phase. Since two H-bonds are formed, we normal-
ize accordingly and find 440 meV per individual H-
bond, in very good agreement with previous calcu-
lations [48, 23]. This is remarkably strong, well

above the typical H-bond energy around ∼250 meV
per bond [47]. For comparison, we calculated the
dimer assembly energy between two adsorbed TMA
molecules on Cu(111): Edimer,ads−2×Esingle,ads. Here
Esingle,ads = Emol+Cu − Emol − ECu = -1480 meV is
the adsorption energy of a single TMA molecule on
Cu(111), Edimer,ads = Edimer+Cu − 2× Emol − ECu =
3740 meV is the adsorption energy for the dimer, and
Emol and ECu are the total energy of the isolated
molecule and the metal slab respectively. The result,
780 meV, leads to an effective, net binding value of 390
meV/bond. While this is approximately 11% smaller
than in the gas phase, it clearly shows that the high
strength of the hydrogen bonds is sufficient to over-
come the interaction with the substrate of the two O
atoms that have displaced downwards in the individu-
ally absorbed TMA molecules.

Analysis of the HR-AFM Images
A zoom in on the HR-AFM image of a dimer at the
edge of the assembly is shown in Fig. 5a. There is a
clear difference between the carboxyl groups that form
hydrogen bonds, interior to the assembly and those at
the edge of the assembly that do not form hydrogen
bonds.
To understand the features in this image and the

role of interaction with Cu(111) surface, we calculate
the theoretical HR-AFM images of the molecules to
compare with the experiments. The procedures are
described in the methods section. We emphasize that
the theoretical images presented are based on model-
ing the frequency shifts in strict parallel to the exper-
imental imaging methodology. We have selected the
most representative calculated images attending to the
match with the experimental information and after a
careful optimization of the parameters of the model.
Other simulated images are shown in Sec. S3 of the
Supporting Information.
The most appropriate tip-sample heights in our

model are found to be between z ∼ 3.10 Å and z ∼ 3.25
Å, with z = 3.17 Å being the height showing the best
match with experiments, as shown in Fig. 5b-d. Notice
that these heights are referred to the average molec-
ular plane (3.08 Å with respect to the substrate), so
they correspond to absolute tip heights of ∼ 6.18 Å,
∼ 6.33 Å, and 6.25 Å above the Cu substrate.
The overall agreement between the theoretical cal-

culations and the experiments is remarkable. Our HR-
AFM calculations reproduce the main features of the
experimental images. Specifically, we find: i) the tri-
angular shape of the benzene rings rather than the ex-
pected hexagonal symmetry; ii) the clear difference in
the appearance of the –COOH groups between those in-
volved in the H-bonding, where the two oxygen atoms
are clearly visible as long and bright branches, and
those that are unbonded, with only one oxygen visible;
and iii) the links of the oxygen atoms with the central
ring, which appear as faint and not well defined lines
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Figure 4: Equilibrium structures of the TMA molecules adsorbed on Cu(111) represented with ball-and-stick models (C atoms
blue. O atoms red and H atoms white). Top (a) and side (b) views of a TMA dimer chosen as the the minimal building
block of the structure, displaying some relevant heights. Height distribution of the atoms of the molecule (c). Scheme of
the large scale TMA “p-q” network cell model (d) as registered to the Cu(111) surface. The unit cell is highlighted in
gray. The TMA molecules are represented by circles: empty ones for the on bridge location and filled ones for the on top
location. One of typical pore structures of the long-range TMA network (e). See Sec. S2 of the Supporting information
for more details.

with suppression of the connecting carbon in the image.
Similar characteristics have been observed for other
molecules with carboxyl groups. [28, 30] The features
of these images are directly related to the CO probe.
In some cases, the influence of the metallic part of the
tip is noticeable, [49, 50] but this is not the case in our
TMA system as we discuss in Sec. S7 of the Supporting
Information, explicitly checking that its contribution is
negligible (see Fig. S18).

Notice that, in the H-bond areas, the theoretical im-
ages only display very thin lines surrounding an empty
region. These faint lines are seen only for some tip-
sample heights. Such thin lines are not observed in
the experimental image. In addition, straight lines are
seen connecting two oxygen atoms within each of these
–COOH groups, where obviously there is no bond. Fur-
ther, these features are much more pronounced than
those very subtle lines in the H-bond area. These results
conclusively support the emerging consensus about the
significance of these intermolecular features observed
in the HR-AFM images: they result from the tails of
the charge density accumulated around the electroneg-
ative atoms which penetrate into the intermolecular

region. This charge density affects the force at the typ-
ical range of heights above the molecule probed by the
CO molecule [42, 27, 44]. This effect is completely un-
related to the charge redistribution associated with the
H-bond formation, that takes place close to the molec-
ular plane [27]. Thus, those lines are not a fingerprint
of H-bonds as such [8, 10].

Interpretation of Chemical Features

The main message of our work is that the contrast in
the HR-AFM images can be understood in terms of
the chemical properties of the TMA molecules. More
precisely, the key point to interpret the images relies
on the electron withdrawing behavior of the COOH
moieties.
Figure 6 shows the calculated HR-AFM image in-

cluding the decomposed contributions provided by our
model. In addition, we include two-dimensional pro-
files of the electron charge density and the electric
field (z-component), the DFT inputs to the HR-AFM
model. With this information, we are in a position
to discuss in more depth the HR-AFM images. As we
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Figure 5: Comparison between experiments and theory. Upper
panel (a): zoom of the experimental HR-AFM image
showing the detail of two H-bonded TMA molecules
been only to the left part of a larger network (see
Fig. 2). Three lower panels (b,c,d): We have se-
lected three theoretical frequency shift maps of a
TMA dimer at different tip-sample heights. The tip-
sample heights, z, are considered from the averaged
molecular plane, that is located 3.08 Å above the
substrate. The length scale of the white/black bars
in the theoretical images is 1 Å.

have mentioned, the triangular shape of the molecule
is a direct consequence of the symmetrical distribution
of –COOH substituents. This circumstance leads to
the well-defined triangular configuration of the elec-
tric field, that is responsible for a similar feature in
the electrostatic contribution, giving rise to the final
contrast displayed in the experimental and theoretical
images. Notice that the charge density map (Fig. 6)
shows a more hexagonal shape. At the relevant heights,
the charge accumulates on the ring due to the larger
spatial extension of aromatic π orbitals. This charge
density distribution, through the short-range Pauli re-
pulsion and the induced probe relaxation, would lead
to the typical hexagonal image, where the bright lines
associated to the C–C bonds correspond to the saddle
lines of this purely repulsive potential energy surface
(PES). However, The inclusion of the electrostatic field
in the PES probed by the CO tip leads to a net shift of
the saddle lines towards less electrostatically attractive
areas, where the total interaction is more repulsive,
resulting in the final triangular shape observed in the

images. [51, 28]
The triangular shape is just one of the striking fea-

tures in the HR-AFM images associated with the strong
electron withdrawal character of the the COOH groups.
The HR-AFM fingerprint of the COOH groups can be
also understood in terms of the electron charge re-
distribution among the atoms in these groups. If we
analyze the charge density, we can appreciate how the
charge spreads onto the O atoms, leaving the central C
atom with a lower charge density. The repulsive short-
range interaction, that senses this charge accumulation,
made the O atoms visible. Moreover, the electric field
around the oxygen atoms is repulsive, due to their lone
pairs, and further contributes to clearly resolve the O
atoms in the HR-AFM images, as seen in the total force
static map in Fig. 6. More importantly, the electric field
produces a modification of the PES that is reflected in
the long ovals or lines extending through these areas
when the probe relaxation is taken into account (panel
Total(relaxed) in Fig. 6). The same electronic distribu-
tion is responsible for the fact that the central C atoms
of the COOH groups are not resolved, leading to im-
ages with faint lines linking directly the outer oxygen
atoms with the central benzene ring.
Notice that the AFM fingerprint of carboxylic groups

is different between those groups involved in H-bonded
links to a neighboring carboxylic group and those that
are not so linked. Free (not H-bonded) COOH groups
only show one bright spot, corresponding to the OH ter-
mination; this is due to the surface induced distortion
of the -O termination (see Fig. S11 for more profiles at
other tip heights). The absence of the H-bond favors
the interaction with the metal substrate promoting the
bending of the O atoms downwards. However, in the
presence of a neighboring molecule, the strength of
the H-bond prevails and prevents this downshift. The
general tilting of the molecule can be also discerned
in the HR-AFM images. In order to evaluate the influ-
ence of possible adsorption changes in the described
AFM features of TMA molecules, we have explored
other stable configurations of the TMA molecules (see
Fig. S15). Basically, we can observe how changes in
the height distribution induced by the different ad-
sorption configurations on the substrate produce only
minor variations in the AFM images (higher atoms pro-
duce simply brighter AFM features), but no dramatic
changes in the main features are observed.
Additionally, the dehydrogenation of a non H-

bonded -COOH groups has been observed on molecules
with carboxylic acids adsorbed on metallic sur-
faces. [30] It seems that this effect is not happening in
our molecules as revealed by our AFM analysis. Such
a dehydrogenation (carboxylic to carboxylate) would
strongly modify the molecular configuration, shifting
down that the corresponding COO-group and also a
part of the molecule which would lead to a significantly
different AFM image (see Fig. S16).
Another important point that deserves some atten-

tion is the presence of nuclear quantum effects, as pro-
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Figure 6: Theoretical force maps of the TMA dimer together with the two-dimensional profiles of electron charge density and the
z-component of the electric field at z = 3.17 Å. The decomposed contributions of the unrelaxed force maps at the same
height: Short range, electrostatic and van der Waals components (lower panel). In this context, unrelaxed means that
we have not included the tilting contribution of the model. See Sec. S3 in the Supporting Information.

ton tunnelling or zero-point motion, that may appear
on H-bonded systems. On carboxylic acids forming the
two parallel H-bonds, there are two similar configura-
tions depending on the protons position either in the
two opposite corners of the rectangle shaped by the
four oxygen atoms involved in the two H-bonds, or
in the other two corners (see Sec. S6 in the Support-
ing Information for further details). As stated by the
resonance-assisted hydrogen bonding model, [52, 53]
the presence of proton tunnelling could induce a quan-
tum resonance state between the two configurations,
enhancing the strength of the H bonds. This state is
characterized by placing, in average, the protons at
the middle of the bonds.
We analyzed the potential energy surface control-

ling this proton motion, as described in the Supporting
Information. Our calculations for the TMA dimer on
the Cu(111) show an energy barrier between the two
stable configurations of 122 meV (see middle panel
of Fig. S17). Thus, in principle, a similar proton tun-
nelling could be expected. Therefore, the hydrogen
atoms could be: (i) at two oxygen atoms placed on
opposite corners, (ii) in the other two oxygen atoms,
or (iii) at the middle of the H-bonds.
The question that arises is: could the HR-AFM dis-

close the position of these hydrogen atoms? The very
small charge density associated with the hydrogen
atoms makes them invisible to the probe (see Fig. S17).
However, as recently shown for tautomerization of
meso-Dibenzoporphycene molecules on different sub-
strates [54] or for concerted proton movement on
chains of 2,5-diamino-1,4-benzoquinonediimines, [55]
when hydrogen movement induces significant changes
in the absorption configuration, HR-AFM images can be
used to determine, indirectly, its position. In our TMA

system, although our simulated HR-AFM images do
barely distinguish three possibilities (see lower panel
of Fig. S17), experimental resolution together with
other factors, (e.g. defects and molecular strain), pre-
vent the observation of these subtle features related
to the H location. Thus, for this particular system we
cannot conclusively determine the proton position at
the H-bonds, and therefore, we can neither prove nor
discard any fingerprint of proton tunnelling.
In order to determine the proton position the com-

bination of HR-AFM with other techniques could
provide a more direct and reliable access to the lo-
cal distribution of the electric field created by the
molecule [51, 56, 57] rather than the mere inspection
of HR-AFM images. In particular, the powerful com-
bination of HR-AFM, STM and tip-enhanced Raman
scattering (TERS) recently released by Xu et al. [58]
seems to be the most promising experimental set up
to tackle this problem.

Conclusions
Assemblies of TMA on diverse surfaces driven by strong
pairs of hydrogen bonds have been widely studied. In
the first measurements that exploited the high resolu-
tion of HR-AFM with CO functionalized tips for this
prototypical molecular self assembly, we have inves-
tigated the interplay between the carboxylic group
interactions with the Cu(111) substrate and with each
other. We specifically focused on small-scale assem-
blies with the commonly observed porous, hexagonal
network so that carboxylic groups at the edge of the
assembly can be directly compared to those forming
hydrogen bonds in the interior of the assembly. The HR-
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AFM images revealed clear and distinct fingerprints for
these two types of interaction. Furthermore, the strong
attraction of electronic charge from the π-system by
the COOH groups led to a significant distortion of the
central carbon ring in the HR-AFM images of the TMA
molecules.
We used first principles calculations based on DFT to

determine low energy configurations for the adsorbed
TMA molecules on Cu(111) and the formation of hy-
drogen bonded dimers and hexamers. The calculations
demonstrated the structural distortions of the molecule
driven by strong interactions between the lone O atom
on the carboxylic group and surface Cu atoms. Consid-
ering a TMA dimer on the surface, the registry of the
TMA molecules on the Cu(111) shifted to accommo-
date both the formation of the dual hydrogen bonds
between the TMA molecules and the remaining inter-
actions with the Cu surface atoms. At the next level
of assembly, a basic six-fold ring of TMA could be as-
sembled out of optimized dimers. However, a more
extended network could only be formed by alternating
optimal and shifted six-fold rings of TMA, resulting in
an overall assembly whose structure agreed with both
the HR-AFM and LEED experiments.
A key element of this study was closing the loop

between the energy-minimized molecular structural
motifs identified in the DFT-based calculations and the
HR-AFM observations. We used the recently developed
full-density-based method to simulate the HR-AFM im-
ages based on inputs from the DFT calculations. The
excellent agreement between the simulated and mea-
sured images validated the underlying, atomic-scale
motifs that had been identified and supported a clear
physical interpretation of the fingerprints observed in
the measurements.
Our results for the prototypical case of TMA assembly

on Cu(111) illustrate the power of combining the in-
tramolecular resolution of the HR-AFM and an accurate
first-principles based approach to simulate the images.
By thus connecting atomic scale models directly to the
experiments, the expression of fundamental chemical
features in the molecules in the measured images can
be understood. In particular, we have shown how the
strong electron withdrawing character of the COOH
groups leads to the electrostatic contribution to the
total force that controls the nontrivial sub-molecular
contrast of the HR-AFM images. These striking fea-
tures include the molecules appearing with triangular
inner rings, instead of the expected hexagons, and the
suppression of the central C atoms in the COOH groups.
This asymmetric contrast in HR-AFM images is not a
consequence of the lack of aromaticiy but instead it
appears in the image due to the electrostatic potential
of the molecule. These links among basic properties of
chemical groups, their contribution to the tip-sample
interaction and the contrast of HR-AFM images repre-
sent a significant step in the on-going quest to develop
tools that enable chemical interpretation of scanning
probe images.

Finally, we have paid special attention to the descrip-
tion of H-bonds in the HR-AFM experiments, without
finding any definitive fingerprints. In the experimen-
tal images no evidence for the direct visualization of
H-bonds is found while theoretical calculations display
very faint intermolecular features, less marked than
lines joining oxygens in the same COOH group, for
some tip heights. However, these features are a con-
sequence of the charge density of the electronegative
atoms of the molecules rather than a real HR-AFM
fingerprint of the intermolecular interactions.
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